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Effective Learning Spaces

“We have sold ourselves into a fast food model of education, and
it’s impoverishing our spirit and our energies as much as fast food
is depleting our physical bodies.” Sir Ken Robinson
A few of our staff were privileged to attend an outstanding conference on Creating Effective Learning Spaces. It was apparent from
the outset that innovation in education in South Africa is a necessity - we need to ensure our children discover the joy of learning,
that they fall in love with learning. As part of our Teaching and
Learning imperative we need to ask ourselves the question of
whether our learning environments are supporting or hindering
learning.
The changes in our world are enormous, much information is outdated in three years. We must embrace how learners learn today.
The process of learning and the role of the teacher are changing,
and it is clear that we need new learning spaces, necessitated by
new pedagogies. The challenging question we need to ask ourselves is what do we teach and how?
At a recent economic forum, much discussion was had around
21st century skills. It is challenging to predict what those may be
in years to come. A critical look at the top ten skills in 2015 versus
the top ten predicted skills for 2020 showed three to come out on
top - Complex Problem Solving, Critical Thinking and Creativity.
We, at WPPS, need to ensure that we are developing and nurturing these skills.
“Education needs to be radically rethought, partly to stop the
boredom, but mostly to blow the lid off learning, whereby students
and teachers as active partners become captivated by education.”
Michael Fullan
What do these 21st century learning spaces look like and how can
we ensure we move in a direction of creating them? One could
compare a learning space to an aquarium - a living ecosystem that
adapts to the needs of those living in it.

The environment needs to facilitate new teaching methods, enabling a positive and stimulating learning environment. They need
to be engaging, comfortable and flexible to allow for a wide range
of teaching styles. The environment should support project-based
learning, which came through as a key element of the Teaching
and Learning imperative. Project-based learning is believed to
prepare learners for the 21st century; it allows learners to gain
knowledge and skills by working over an extended period of time
to investigate and respond to an authentic, engaging and complex
problem. We need to be equipping learners with the technological
capabilities and higher order thinking skills that will be necessary
for jobs of the future. Spaces should allow for individual, small
group and large group collaborations with the appropriate IT integration. Large spaces should have the ability to be broken up into
smaller spaces. Spaces should be arranged to encourage interaction and collaboration; circular or rectangular arrangements work
well.
The seamless integration of the outdoors as a learning environment is vital, it inspires and motivates learners. And, of course, we
must never forget the value of play in our learning spaces!
As teachers, we need to ask ourselves what is it that truly matters
for our boys? Surely the answer lies somewhere in words such as
resilience, confidence, learning, courage, acceptance, humility,
compassion, integrity and respect. Is there a way that we can do
what we do better? If we could at the least start to wonder about
what could truly be at WPPS. The exciting thing is that we have
started to wonder, and we are on a process of change, change
that will impact your boys. We look forward to your involvement
and support.
SHARLENE WHITTY
Head of Academics

Staff News
We are very sad to announce that Riaan Crous will be leaving
Wetpups at the end of this term. His wife has been appointed to a
post at a university in the Seychelles, and Riaan will be teaching at
one of the international schools. Riaan has been an excellent Design and Technology teacher, he has headed up Hutchinson House
and he has been involved in coaching water polo and rugby. As we
wish him, Laura and Scott all the best for the future, we are really
going to miss him here at Wetpups.
We are in the process of interviewing candidates for the D&T post
which we are hoping to fill by the beginning of next term.
We have some wonderful news in that Janine Arries, our assistant
teacher in Grade NA, has given birth to a baby boy, Scott. We wish
the Arries family all the best with their new addition.
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Pathways to Positive Parenting
This fun, interactive workshop will empower you to discipline your
children without nagging and shouting, and build a positive
relationship with them whilst fostering respect, responsibility and
resilience.
The workshop, facilitated by Trish Holgate (WPPS School
Counsellor), will be run over five consecutive Friday mornings
from 09:00 to 12:00, and will be held in the Centenary Pavilion.
Tea and coffee will be provided. The cost of the course is R1500;
numbers are limited.
Dates are as follows:
Fri 26 May
Understanding Children’s Behaviour
Fri 2 June
Understanding Children’s Feelings
Fri 9 June
Building Children’s Self-Esteem
Thur 15 June Assertiveness and Co-operation
Fri 23 June
Effective Discipline and Problem Solving
If you are interested in attending, or would like any further
information, please contact Trish at holgate@wpps.org.za

Grade 7s decorated 100 lids for care
packs for the Forensic Department at
Victoria Hospital.

Grade RG drawing Table Mountain

Traffic Matters
This is a very important message to all our parents. Please would
you all show respect and consideration to the neighbours of
Wetpups. We have had several complaints from very angry and
upset residents, who have had parents park them in by parking in
their driveways. This is totally unacceptable and is very embarrassing for us as a school. Your assistance with this would be greatly
appreciated.
We understand that parking at WPPS is a huge problem. A small
committee is currently looking into this challenge and has come
up with some ideas and suggestions, which we are now sharing
with the Municipality. We are hoping that this will assist us in
creating a better flow of traffic around the school.

School Magazine
Your son should have bought a copy of the school magazine home
this week. Please let us know if you didn't receive it. Happy
reading!

Thought for the Week
"As God's children, we are all brothers and sisters in His eyes. Let
us demonstrate that by helping each other."
Catherine Pulsifer
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Eden Road Notes
AFTERCARE
Direct number after 12:30 is 0814976347
SPORT & EXTRAMURALS
No cap, no play! Please remember to apply sunscreen regardless
of the weather.
ZONNEBLOEM BLANKET DRIVE
Thank you to the Grade R boys who brought blankets for
Zonnebloem Grade Rs. It will make their winter that little bit
warmer. It is not too late to donate. Please send to the Library.
The Grade N Library hot chocolate morning and blanket drive is on
Monday, 22 May, from 07:40-08:20. Please bring any blankets to
the Library during your hot chocolate morning. Thank you

New African Marimbas. These lucky Grade 6 boys were
the first to try out the school's new set of African
Marimbas.!

LOST PROPERTY GRADES N-2
Any items not collected from the lost property basket outside the
Eden Road Office, will be donated to the WPPS Second-Hand Shop
at the end of term.

Funda Nathi
Celebration of Music

(Learn with Us)

This special concert on 13 June in the Cape Town City Hall will
include our Music Ensembles, Senior Choir and African Marimba
groups from Grades 4 - 7.
All boys from Grades 3 - 7 will be singing in the massed finale
items.

Let’s try this tongue twister
Q = the popping cork click
Masizame ngoku! Let’s try now!
Iqaqa liqabela eqaqeni
Laqhawuka uqhoqhoqho!

Tickets can be bought from Jessica in the Newlands Road Office
between 07:45 and 15:00.

What Grade RG have been up to in class.
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Grades N & R Mother’s Day
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Grades 1 & 2 Mother’s Day
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Grade 6 Biltong Logos
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Grade R Library and Hot Chocolate Morning
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Grade 3 Table Mountain Outing
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